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JOB DONE!

WIZ WRINGS FOR YOU

You will be amazed by the first and only wringer that  
easily reaches its final position while wringing at 
maximum
JOB DONE!  This is the immediate result the operator will see at the end of the wringing motion, eliminating 
the need to repeat wringing efforts due to not having wrung out the mops sufficiently.

Wiz is the plate wringer designed to wring on behalf of the operator: simply guide the lever to the end of its 
stroke to immediately remove all excess water.

The result is a complete wringing action, incredibly easy and immediate.
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EFFICIENT:

REDUCES FLOOR DRYING TIME

Wrings 

20 to10%
more than conventional wringers*

FLEXIBLE:
 1

  2

  3
(STANDARD)

   4

different  
wringing intensity levels

4

* Results of the comparative analysis carried out with Wiz wringer and a jaw wringer

JAWS
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RESIDUAL MOISTURE
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ERGONOMIC:
LESS EFFORT

Reduces from 

70to  50%
the effort required for wringing*
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* Results of the comparative analysis carried out with Wiz wringer and a jaw wringer
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STRENGTH

INSURED BENEFITS
The adjustment system allows you to set the moisture content of the mop, keeping it constant at each wringing: 
the result is no longer dependent on the strength of the operator, ensuring high performance and optimum 
cleaning.

10
WRINGING

WITH JAWS 310 kg

WITH 120 kg

Quantity of wringing
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ALWAYS ENSURES  
IDEAL WRINGING

Wiz also stands out for its innovative adjustment system that allows you to 
set the wetness of the mop according to your specific needs: in just a few 
moments, you can change the wringing action according to the surface being 
cleaned and the mop used, increasing or decreasing the pressure on the mop.
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PA
TENT                 PENDING

Adjustable thickness 
of rotating plate

to increase or decrease  
wringing intensity

Rotating cap 

to adjust the pressure  
on the mop as needed

Wringing intensity adjustable via  
rotating plate and cap
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Opening 
to guide the frame without  
touching it with the hands

Handle holder 

to secure the tool  
when carrying along

       
(STANDARD)

ADJUSTMENT  
INSTRUCTIONS

Wet   
mop

Very damp 
mop

Damp 
mop

Slightly damp
mop
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GUARANTEED ERGONOMICS
No matter which mop you use or which wringing intensity you set: 
Wiz always requires half the effort compared to traditional wringers, 
reducing the risk of injury and muscle pain in accordance with the 
regulations UNI EN ISO 11228 e OCRA - Occupational Repetitive Action.

TRADITIONAL 
WRINGER

Effort required
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COLOUR CODED

00003200V Grey body, green sleeve, grip  
and green cover

00003200B Grey body, sleeve and grip,  
blue cover

00003200R Grey body, sleeve and grip,  
red cover

00003200G Grey body, sleeve and grip,  
yellow cover
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MULTIPURPOSE  
TROLLEYS

WASHING  
TROLLEYS

FLAT  
SYSTEM

4 WRINGING  
INTENSITIES
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A UNIVERSAL SOLUTION
Wiz can be combined with the entire range of multi-purpose trolleys, washing trolleys and 
TTS buckets, guaranteeing high-performance professional wringing in all situations.
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www.ttsystem.com

Headquarters

TTS Cleaning S.R.L.

 Viale dell’Artigianato, 12-14
35010 - Santa Giustina in Colle (PD)

Tel: +39 049 93 00 710 | Fax: +39 049 93 00 720
E-mail: info@ttsystem.com | Web: www.ttsystem.com

TECNO TROLLEY SYSTEM DO BRASIL LTDA
Av. Presidente Kennedy, 200
Portão Vermelho - CEP 06730-000 
Vargem Grande Paulista - SP - Brasil
Tel: + 55 11 4612-0722 / 4158-9990 | Fax: +55 11 4612 0031
E-mail: vendas@ttsbrasil.com.br | Web: www.ttsbrasil.com.br

TECNO TROLLEY SYSTEM ESPAÑA S.L.U.
C/de Galileu Galilei, 15
Pol. Ind. Coll de la Manya
08403 - Granollers (Barcelona)
Tel: +34 93 861 6840 | Fax: +34 93 861 8437
E-mail: ventas@ttsystem.com | Web: www.ttsystem.es

TTS CLEANING UK LTD
20 Fitzroy Square, Fitzrovia
London - United Kingdom
W1T 6EJ
Toll free number: 0800 285 1793
E-mail: uksales@ttsystem.com | Web: www.ttsystem.co.uk

TTS DE GmbH
Brienner Strasse 55
80333 - München
Fax: +49 (0) 2643 900 711
E-mail: vertrieb@ttsystem.com | Web: www.ttsystem.com
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